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Well, whaddya know. Beneath Dmitri Hvorostovsky's Russian baritone exterior, there's a 

Neapolitan tenor longing to break free. 

The tenor had to wait to appear until the encore section of Hvorostovsky's brief Sunday night 

recital in Davies Symphony Hall, presented by the San Francisco Symphony as part of the Great 

Performers Series. 

But when he finally came through, in vibrant, zesty renditions of the songs "Parlami d'amore, 

Mariú" and "Core 'ngrato," he brought some much-needed vitality to an event that until then had 

been low-key to a fault. 
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Hvorostovsky can be a dynamic performer, even in tripe such as Giya Kancheli's 2002 cantata 

"Don't Grieve" (the last time he appeared in San Francisco). But Sunday, in a program of songs 

by Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninoff, he played things very close to the chest. 

Accompanied with extravagant deliberation by pianist Ivari Ilja, Hvorostovsky delivered most of 

his program in a shadowy, impassive manner that hinted at more than it actually delivered. 

Phrases were skillfully but squarely shaped, and even the most emotionally urgent material was 

delivered with a sense of restraint. The result was a performance that only occasionally showed 

the kind of sparkle and charisma that Hvorostovsky is capable of. 

Although no announcement was made, Hvorostovsky may have been ailing a little. His voice 

sounded darker and more cavernous than it has in the past, and the silky baritonal register that is 

usually his greatest asset was rarely in evidence. Climactic high notes sounded labored and 

cloudy. 

That might also explain Hvorostovsky's unusual reticence in music that is generally central to his 

artistry. In the Tchaikovsky songs especially, he seemed reluctant to push too hard, and when he 

did, as in the arching phrases of "Blessed are you forests, valleys," the results showed the strain. 

Occasionally Hvorostovsky was able to transmute that reticence into an emotional payoff. The 

subdued, close-knit phrases of "My angel, my genius, my friend" showed an expressive fervor 

that had been lacking elsewhere, and the song's arresting dip into the singer's lowest register was 

particularly telling. 

Hvorostovsky's singing freed up a little after intermission, with a set of Rachmaninoff songs. 

There was a delicate ardor in "She is as lovely as the noon," and Hvorostovsky lent a light lyric 

flair to "When yesterday we met." But much of this music was equally reserved. 

Hvorostovsky had to contend with an enthusiastic but grossly ill-mannered audience. Cell 

phones rang incessantly, and nearly every song was applauded before it was through; 

Rachmaninoff's "Do not sing to me, fair maiden" was punctuated by shrieks of "Bravo!" at the 

midpoint, where the composer had been imprudent enough to include a brief pause. (Confidential 

to would-be bravo-ers: If you're not absolutely certain how the piece ends, the wisest move is to 

keep your mouth shut -- with duct tape if necessary.) 

Still, Hvorostovsky soldiered bravely on; no artist can choose his fans. And the final oddball 

burst of Italianate schmaltz -- in which Hvorostovsky sounded rejuvenated and vigorous like 

never before -- brought the evening to an appealing close. 

 



 



 

 


